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Introduction to Fuzzy Logic 

 

Fuzzy logic is both a new and an old way to process and think about data. It was introduced to 

modern thought by UC Berkeley’s Dr. Lotfi Zadeh in his seminal 1965 paper, “Fuzzy Sets” (Zadeh 

1965). Fuzzy logic is a more effective alternative to crisp logic, which was the norm for decades. 

Crisp logic is all about extremes and dipoles. In crisp logic, it’s either zero or one, true or false, or 

either or. There is no in-between. Fuzzy logic allows for the intermediate value. A fuzzy value can 

lie between zero and one. For example, in fuzzy logic, something can be 60% true. In crisp logic, 

something would have to be either 100% true, or 0% true. In this regard, fuzzy logic is much more 

flexible. A fuzzy item does not have to commit fully to one group, identity, or definition.  

 

Since fuzzy logic mimics the way the human brain works, it’s only natural that early cultures had 

used it extensively. Integral principles of fuzzy logic were developed and used by early Buddhist 

and Islamic cultures. In fact, this was the norm until Aristotle began championing a crisp and 

binary approach to the world. This approach was later adopted by the Catholic Church, which 

spread it throughout Europe. As technology progressed in Europe and America, crisp logic further 

spread and became very important in machines and systems of all kinds. But, after Zadeh’s 

research and reintroduction, fuzzy logic is spreading and seeing its use increase dramatically 

(Mathematica Ludibunda). 

 

To better understand fuzzy logic, one must understand the simple sets which make it work. An 

item is any basic object that is being dealt with. A “set” is group of items with a shared definition 

or identity (Changing Minds 2018). In a crisp set, the items either fully belong or fully don’t. Fuzzy 

items don’t belong to a single set. Rather, they have degrees of membership for each of its sets. A 

membership degree merely states how much an item belongs in a set. An item could be a “full” 

member with a membership degree of 100%, or it could be a partial member with a degree of 30%. 

For example, a fuzzy item may have a membership of .35 in set A and .65 in set B. It 

simultaneously exists in both sets, thus creating an overlap. It should be noted that all of its 

membership degrees will add up to 1 in the end. This “in-betweenness” is what gives fuzzy logic 

its unique strengths and abilities.  

 

The ability to exist in multiple sets at once makes fuzzy logic perfectly suited for dealing with 

natural linguistic inputs. Such natural linguistic inputs that humans might provide may be “very 

hot”, “hot”, or “mildly hot”. With human language, there are not concrete and discrete tiers 

separating “levels” of words. This makes it difficult to use crisp logic with linguistic inputs. Crisp 

logic would require discrete boundaries between tiers. An example of this would be figuring out 
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when something ceases to be ‘very hot’ in favor of being ‘extremely hot’. Fuzzy logic bypasses 

these definitional dilemmas. Fuzzy logic can arbitrarily define the tiers of words by not having 

discrete borders. By having membership degrees and overlaps, definitions that resemble the 

perceived usage definitions can be “created” with fuzzy sets. This then allows for linguistic 

variables to be used with the system. After all, having a murky or fuzzy border between the tiers 

can mimic their real usage and perceived meaning.  

 

Fuzzy logic is firmly rooted in the previously mentioned concept of membership degrees. Their 

value is more apparent when one must have murky borders between a project’s inputs. This can 

be demonstrated with what may be the most iconic image of fuzzy logic: the quintessential 

trapezoidal membership graph. To understand the fuzzy trapezoidal membership graph, one must 

first understand the crisp rectangular membership graph. These hypothetical graphs have domains 

that correspond to the sets. It could be a number-line, but it could also be the tiers of heat in a heat-

related problem, or the tiers in any linguistic project. The graph’s range is 0 to 1, thus matching 

both fuzzy and crisp logic.  

 

The hypothetical crisp graph contains rectangular shapes. At any point in the graph, the y-value 

must be either 0 or 1, like every crisp item. There is no state of the in-between. Since these graphs 

deal with membership values, a y-value of 1 means that the item is fully within a set, while a y-

value of 0 means that the item is fully outside of the set. In the crisp graph, the graph line is at 0 

when there isn’t any membership among whatever is being used. As soon as the item in the domain 

is a member, the graph immediately jumps all the way up to the maximum of 1, because it’s a full 

member. This resembles a mathematical step function.  

 
The first crisp graph demonstrates the definition of just one linguistic input, “cold”. The green line 

demonstrates the membership degree of cold along the domain. Any point must reside on the 

graphed line. And for any point along the domain, there are only two options as to where it can be 

(on the range). It’s either at 0 level, or 1 level, meaning that it’s entirely “not cold” or fully “cold”. 

This same idea can be applied to the second graph shown. The second graph introduces more 

linguistic input categories, each with clear cut demarcations between them.  

 

The fuzzy graph contains trapezoidal shapes. It also has horizonal lines at level 1 when the item is 

fully within a set. But, it offers more flexibility in the transition. Fuzzy logic allows for partial 

membership degrees. There is no need to have a sudden ‘jump’ up to 1. Because of this, fuzzy 

graphs usually have sloped lines leading to and from the full membership horizontal lines. This 

gives rise to the trapezoidal shape, and reflects fuzzy logic’s greater flexibility, greater accuracy, 

and greater realism compared to crisp logic. It should be noted that a fuzzy membership graph is 

not required to have trapezoidal shapes, they may also be triangles with pointed tops at level 1. 
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The following diagram shows what a fuzzy membership graph could look like when dealing with 

linguistic temperature levels and their perceived linguistic boundaries. In accordance with fuzzy 

principles, any item (temperature) has varying levels of membership in mulscile categories (cold, 

cool, etc.).  

 
Source: University of Alaska Fairbanks (Zak Williams) 

 

An important consideration that must be taken into account when dealing with any fuzzy 

application is the fuzzy logic context diagram. An understanding of the flow of data is essential to 

creating and building upon any fuzzy application.  

 

In any data system, the first thing that must be dealt with is the input data. For a fuzzy application, 

this input is usually raw numerical values or linguistic inputs. This input data then goes through 

the process of ‘fuzzification’. This raw input gets assigned its various membership degrees in this 

step, thus making it a fuzzy value. This newly fuzzy value then gets run against the pre-set rules 

of the system to determine the optimum value or course of action. This result then gets 

‘defuzzified’, and then is used to execute what has been determined to be the proper course of 

action. 

 

The following diagram presents a fuzzy controller for a generic contained system. The data from 

the core process is collected and fuzzified. Once fuzzy, it will be run against the system’s rules to 

determine the next course of action for the process. But before the new plan can get set in motion, 

it must be defuzzified and applied towards the process.  

For example, this process can represent a fuzzy HVAC system. The process is whatever action the 

HVAC system is executing, heating, cooling, or nothing. The rules may be simple like “if it is hot, 

then cool”, or “if it is cold, then heat”. With this information in mind, the context diagram can be 

interpreted as follows:  

 

First, the fuzzy system will measure the temperature of the environment. This raw temperature 

will then be fuzzified and assigned a new value. In this example, a temperature of 80 degrees 

Fahrenheit might be fuzzified and become “very hot”. And then based on the system’s rules, this 

fuzzy value will result in a command of “lower the temperature”. This would then have to be 

defuzzified and promptly applied to the HVAC system. In the end, the usage of a fuzzy controller 

can result in a controlled and “ideal” environment for whatever system or functionality it is applied 

to. 
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Source: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Block-Diagram-of-Fuzzy-Logic-Controller_fig4_286765408 

 

To encapsulate what makes fuzzy logic so special, it is its ability to achieve “imprecise 

precision”. 

 

Real-Life Applications of Fuzzy Logic 

Such a powerful logic system has the ability to upend and revolutionize a plethora of existing 

industries. In this paper, a special focus will be provided to a certain healthcare application of 

fuzzy logic. Indeed, fuzzy logic already has changed the face of a number of fields and industries 

because of the added flexibility and inherent problem-solving strength that comes from fuzzy 

logic’s imprecise precision. It should be noted, that almost all of the world’s industries were 

designed or created by humans. As a result, they either purposely or accidentally mimic human 

behavior and thought processes. These mimicries can be found in many aspects of any individual 

field. Because of this intrinsic design theme, fuzzy logic can work astoundingly well in these same 

fields. Fuzzy logic expressly mimics the natural human way of thinking; thus directly 

complementing these industries.  

 

Traces of fuzzy logic can be found in any number of industrial applications. Fuzzy control systems 

have increased the efficiency of industries like cement manufacturing, steel production, shipping, 

turbine control, and engine maintenance to name a few. Fuzzy logic has also made its way into 

infrastructure projects, like subway systems, steam turbine optimizations, and power supply 

control among others. The added benefit of fuzzy logic in these industries come from the control 

that fuzzy logic grants these systems. In a traditional “crisp” subway system, a train will stop 

completely if there is another train closer to the shared junction. The strict and sharp rule not only 

limits the efficiency of the endeavor, but also has higher operating costs because more fuel is 

expended than needed when the trains stop and lose momentum, and then start up and regain lost 

momentum. In Japan’s “fuzzy” subway system, when two trains both approach a shared junction, 

the fuzzy rules slow the appropriate train down just the right amount based on the other’s 

proximity, so that as soon as one train leaves the junction the other is entering. This is not only a 

major time saver, but also a fuel saver (Kosko et. Al. 1993).  

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Block-Diagram-of-Fuzzy-Logic-Controller_fig4_286765408
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Another famous example of fuzzy logic being used to solve an infrastructure problem was that 

involving a Greek railroad. A research team used a fuzzy logic controller to discover defects in the 

wheels of the trains. They did so by analyzing recordings of the train wheel’s vibrations. To make 

the data significant, the team recorded vibrations from both “healthy”, fully functioning wheels 

and defective wheels. The gathered data was henceforth “fuzzified” and run against a series of 

rules (see 4. Illustrative Examples). In this controller, the vibrational inputs were converted into 

damage reports, and then based on how damaged the wheels were, the controller outputted how 

much maintenance should be done on the wheel (Skarlatos et al. 2004).  

 

The benefits and applications of fuzzy logic aren’t limited to mechanical systems. Fuzzy logic 

models can be used to solve a number of abstract problems through the use of appropriate fuzzy 

software. The one that will be analyzed in depth is a healthcare application that uses fuzzy logic 

to inform users of their health via easy-to-understand linguistic inputs and outputs. 

 

Health Care Application 

Fuzzy logic and its associated functionality can be applied to sundry health care applications. An 

interesting hypothetical application that will be examined is one that would greatly improve the 

knowledge that a ‘layperson’ has over his/her current medical condition. Such an application has 

great promise and a potentially massive effect on the lives of its users.  

 

The modern state of healthcare today consists of inefficiencies (long lines, queues, etc.), lackluster 

insurance coverage and availability, and patient apathy. All of these factors contribute to a 

weakened healthcare system which ultimately hinders patients’ efforts to protect their health and 

worsens a society’s overall health. However, a fuzzy logic healthcare application can put more 

power in the hands of patients and demonstrate to them the urgency of seeking treatment.  

 

There are many opportunities for patients to become aware of their standard vitals, which can 

include resting heart rate, blood pressure, cholesterol, etc. These elements and other unlisted 

elements can function as indicators of a larger, more serious health problem. Enter fuzzy logic. By 

assigning fuzzy categories to different values of a certain vital sign, one can end up with a fuzzy 

rules database. This fuzzy rules database can act upon a given set of inputted vital signs to deliver 

relevant health advice towards the layman user. Some possible range examples can be found below 

for certain vital signs.  

 

To demonstrate this, a hypothetical fuzzy algorithm will be applied to Table 1. Table 1 presents 

fuzzy ranges and categories that pertain to one’s blood pressure. The normal category lists a 

systolic blood pressure of “less than 120” as a prerequisite. Since the data is fuzzy, this range 

demonstrates where the blood pressure would be majority “normal”. Just like any fuzzy logic 

program, a set of rules must be established. These rules are vital to assigning an input to a group 

and then acting based on which group(s) the input belongs to. Some rules that may guide diagnosis 

for one’s blood pressure and identify the input are as follows:  

 

1. IF systolic blood pressure is less than 120 AND diastolic is less than 80 THEN blood 

pressure is mostly normal. 

2. IF systolic blood pressure is 120-129 AND diastolic is less than 80 THEN blood pressure 

is elevated. 
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3.  IF systolic blood pressure is 130-139 AND diastolic is 80-89 THEN blood pressure is 

indicative of moderate hypertension. 

4. IF systolic blood pressure is 140 or higher OR diastolic is 90 or higher THEN blood 

pressure is indicative of serious hypertension. 

5. IF systolic blood pressure is 180 or higher OR diastolic is 120 or higher THEN blood 

pressure is indicative of emergency hypertension. 

 

Each of these rules will trigger an individualized response that contains tailored advice relevant to 

the user. For example, if one were to have a systolic blood pressure of 145 mm Hg and a diastolic 

blood pressure of 125 mm Hg, the fuzzy rules database would diagnose the person with some 

mixture of serious and emergency hypertension. This would result in advice imploring the user to 

immediately go to his doctor and seek professional medical treatment. The same process can be 

applied to other variables. These individual vital sign values will each run against their 

corresponding rules (which correspond to the data shown in the below tables) and will result in a 

mixture of individualized and overall advice being given to the user.  

 

These values were ascertained through a multitude of respectable health sources. A finished 

product could have different values, more refined values, or values that are in accordance with the 

guidelines set out by a specific organization. Table 1 deals with ranges and categories for one’s 

blood pressure (systolic and diastolic). Table 2 presents similar ranges but for one’s cholesterol 

level. Table 3 presents potential ranges for one’s resting blood sugar level, and Table 4 does the 

same for diabetic blood sugar levels. Tables 5 and 6 present the resting heart rate levels for men 

and women respectively.  

 

This process works well with the data gathered by a medical professional, but it is not limited to 

it. Some people who must monitor their health through vital sign measurements can use this fuzzy 

application to help prompt them into initiating an emergency checkup. If a normally apathetic 

patient finds that their health might be at risk, they too would be motivated to schedule a checkup 

with their medical provider. In addition, if a user of the service lacks health insurance and must 

choose their checkups wisely, this fuzzy application can help guide them in a general direction. It 

must be noted, however, that this service is in no way competing with medical professionals or 

replacing them. It is only intended to be used as a supplementary guide for the patient and possibly 

the medical professional.  

 

Table 1: Blood Pressure 

Fuzzy Attributes Blood Pressure 

Systolic (mm Hg) 

 Blood Pressure 

Diastolic (mm Hg) 

 

Normal Less than 120 And Less than 80 

Elevated 120-129 And Less than 80 

Moderate Hypertension 130-139 Or 80-89 

Serious Hypertension 140 or higher Or 90 or higher 

Emergency Hypertension Higher than 180 And 

/Or 

Higher than 120 

Source: Heart.org 
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Table 2: Cholesterol & Triglycerides 

Fuzzy 

Attributes 

Total 

Cholesterol 

(mg/dl) 

HDL 

Cholesterol 

(mg/dl) 

 

LDL 

Cholesterol 

(mg/dl) 

Triglycerides 

Desirable Less than 200 60 or higher Less than 100 Less than 149 

Moderately 

Elevated 

200-239 40-59 100-159 150-199 

Dangerously 

Elevated 

240 or higher Less than 40 160-189 200 or higher 

Emergency   190 or higher  

Source: healthline.com 

 

Table 3: Fasting Blood Sugar Level 

Fuzzy Attributes Fasting Blood Sugar Level (mg/dL) 

 

Dangerously Low-Emergency 50 or below 

Acceptable 70-90 

Ideal 90-110 

Pre-diabetic (Moderately high) 110-130 

Diabetic (High) 130-160 

Very high 160-240 

Dangerously high-Emergency 240-300 

Warning-Immediate medical 

help 

300 or above 

Source: Medicalnewstoday.com 

 

Table 4: Diabetic Blood Sugar Levels 

 Diabetic Blood Sugar Levels Diabetic Blood Sugar Levels 

Fuzzy Attribute Before Meal (mg/dL) Two Hours After Meal 

(mg/dL) 

Excellent 72-109 90-126 

Good 110-144 127-180 

Acceptable 145-180 181-234 

Dangerous 180 or above 235 or above 

Source: Medicalnewstoday.com 
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Table 5: Resting Heart Rate for Men 

 Heart rate 

for 18-25 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 26-35 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 36-45 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 46-55 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 56-65 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 65+ 

years old 

Fuzzy 

Attributes 

      

Super 49-55 49-54 50-56 50-57 51-56 50-55 

Excellent 55-61 55-61 57-62 58-63 57-61 56-61 

Good 62-65 62-65 63-66 64-67 62-67 62-65 

Above 

Average 

66-69 66-70 67-70 68-71 68-71 66-69 

Average 70-73 71-74 71-75 72-76 72-75 70-73 

Below 

Average 

74-81 75-81 76-82 77-83 76-81 74-79 

Poor 82+ 82+ 82+ 82+ 82+ 80+ 

Source: lifespanfitness.com 

 

Table 6: Resting Heart Rate for Women 

 Heart rate 

for 18-25 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 26-35 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 36-45 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 46-55 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 56-65 

years old 

Heart rate 

for 65+ 

years old 

Fuzzy 

Attributes 

      

Super 54-60 54-59 54-59 54-60 54-59 54-59 

Excellent 61-65 60-64 60-64 61-65 60-64 60-64 

Good 66-69 65-68 65-69 66-69 65-68 65-68 

Above 

Average 

70-73 69-72 70-73 70-73 69-73 69-72 

Average 74-78 73-76 74-78 74-77 74-77 73-76 

Below 

Average 

79-84 77-82 79-84 78-83 78-83 77-84 

Poor 85+ 83+ 85+ 84+ 84+ 84+ 

Source: lifespanfitness.com 

 

Conclusion 

Fuzzy logic truly is a powerful and radically new way of thinking and dealing with problems. As 

has been shown, it can usurp existing methodologies in sundry industries and fields and then 

greatly increase the efficiency of those fields. By assigning each individual item membership 

degrees in different sets, thus allowing for overlaps between sets, more advanced problems can be 

solved with greater accuracy. Fuzzy logic has already seen the light of day in public transportation, 

most industrial applications, and any enterprise where efficiency is key. However, massive benefits 

are to be had when fuzzy logic is applied to the healthcare industry.  

 

By applying fuzzy logic to healthcare related issues such as diagnosis, both medical professionals 

and everyday people can have a better sense of their health. From a holistic, societal standpoint, 
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such a development is beneficial for the increased knowledge and independence it affords the 

populace. A fuzzy healthcare program that mirrors the one previously described in this paper can 

increase the efficiency of the healthcare system as a whole by streamlining the diagnosis process. 

It empowers those who lack sophisticated medical knowledge. It can also increase the number of 

people who regularly check their health by directly informing them of the need to consult with a 

medical professional. 

 

In the future, a mobile app can be created that has all the functionality of the described fuzzy 

healthcare diagnosis program. However, technology is constantly changing and the fuzzy program 

need not be constrained by any specific format. As wearable technologies not only improve in their 

sensing ability but also increase in their ubiquity, the fuzzy program can be made part of such 

devices. This would result in an even faster diagnosis, and one that’s even more accessible to the 

user. Since the wearable can collect the vital sign data of the person, he could avoid mundane trips 

to a doctor to collect the same data. This would increase the efficiency of hospitals because they 

could get away with less time and financial expenditure on minor tests. In addition, if medical 

professionals or organization fully embrace fuzzy diagnosis programs their accuracy and added 

benefits to the sector would both increase dramatically. The strengths of fuzzy logic are uniquely 

predisposed to the medical sector, and fuzzy diagnosis programs significantly benefit everyone 

involved. 
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